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Executive	  Summary	  
Issue: Although Excel already comes with most of the productivity tools people need, 
there are a few tools that I have found in my work experience would be extremely useful 
if they existed. The following are two features that I put together in my project to make 
the user experience in the Excel environment a little more convenient. These features are 
designed for intermediate to advanced users: while they are simple to use, they are 
mainly helpful when working with large or complex spreadsheets, which will be done 
primarily by analysts and managers.  
 

1. Group Sheet Manager: When workbooks get too large with several worksheets, 
they can be unwieldy to manage. This tool opens a form that shows a hierarchy of 
user-defined groups and the sheets assigned to the groups. The user can easily 
assign sheets to groups using submenus accessible from the main form. Once 
sheets have group assignments, the user can select specific groups and perform 
operations that apply to each associated sheet. From the form itself, the user can 
show / hide groups of sheets, apply a tab color, or easily select the sheets by group 
and then perform all regular Excel operations. Sheets can be assigned to more 
than one group. Any changes to the group assignments are stored in a very hidden 
worksheet. Also, the index of group names themselves are stored in that 
worksheet, as well as user preferences so that all changes can be recalled the next 
time a particular workbook is opened. A number of validation procedures are 
performed each time a group or sheet is selected from the form or when a specific 
action button is pressed.  

2. Spreadsheet Merge: Often several workbooks and worksheets need to be merged 
into one workbook. While this can be done manually, it is a very tedious process 
if several sheets need to be imported, especially if they come from different files. 
This feature allows users to import sheets from multiple workbooks at once in an 
efficient way. Users first browse for the files that contain the sheets they wish to 
merge. They are then prompted to select which sheets they want imported. Finally, 
they perform the import operation. Users can also select where they want the new 
worksheets to be placed in the destination workbook (e.g. “before Sheet1”).  

 
Shortcuts to the new tools were added in a separate tab on the ribbon (“xlBooster”).  
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Implementation	  Documentation	  

Basic	  Structure	  

Code	  Structure	  
Additional Reference Library: Microsoft Common Controls 6.0 library 
 
Almost all the code behind this document is stored in the Modules area. This proved to be 
the easiest way to share public variables. There is minimal code contained in the modules 
underlying the UserForms, and mainly consists of lines calling procedures in the Modules 
area. The modules are mostly separated to refer to specific forms; for example, 
modGrpMenu contains most of the code applicable to frmGrpMenu.  
 
Wherever possible, I avoided code redundancy by making certain procedures versatile 
enough to perform similar actions, differing only by the parameters supplied. For 
example, in different forms it would be necessary to get the selected items in a list. 
Instead of copying very similar code to different modules, I placed the following code in 
one module: 
 

Sub getLstSelections(lstbox As MSForms.ListBox) 
    Dim listRow As Integer, itemCnt As Integer 
     
    'This sub populates the selItems variable for use in any 
other sub 
    itemCnt = 0 
    For listRow = 0 To lstbox.ListCount - 1 
        If lstbox.Selected(listRow) Then 
            ReDim Preserve selItems(itemCnt) 
            selItems(itemCnt) = lstbox.List(listRow) 'Put the 
selected sheet into this array 
            itemCnt = itemCnt + 1 
        End If 
    Next 
     
    lstShtsSelCnt = itemCnt 
End Sub 

 
Each time I wanted to count the selected items in a listbox, regardless of the form it was 
contained in, I simply typed the code “Call getLstSelections(listbox name)”.  
 
All user-saved data relating to group and sheet assignments is stored in a very hidden 
worksheet called “xlGroups”. This allows user-defined data to be stored and retrieved 
when the file is reopened.  
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Ribbon	  
Both the Group Sheet Manager and the Spreadsheet Merge tool are available in the 
ribbon. Within the group sheet manager area of the ribbon, the user can choose to see the 
groups directly by clicking “Show Groups” or organize sheets into groups by clicking 
“Organize Sheets”.  

 
 
 

Group	  Sheet	  Manager	  
When “Show Groups” is clicked on the ribbon, the frmGrp menu appears. This consists 
of a treeview object as well as some buttons allowing for different forms of sheet 
manipulation and group organization. The treeview is probably the most complex object 
in this project. When frmGrp loads, the procedure initFrmGrpMenu is called, which 
executes several sub procedures to set global variables for use in other subs, populate the 
treeview with the group and sheet assignments, and enable or disable buttons depending 
on what is selected in the treeview.  
 
frmGrpMenu 
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Treeview	  
Populate groups: The treeview is named tvGrp. When the form loads, populateTVGrp is 
called. This populates all of the group names by going to the xlGroups sheet and running 
a loop to look through the groups column and add each group that was previously defined. 
Populating a treeview is slightly different than populating a listbox, especially since 
everything revolves around nodes. An excerpt is given below. 
 

    'Set up tree list with root group directory 
    With frmGrp.tvGrp 
        .Style = tvwTreelinesPlusMinusPictureText 
        .Indentation = 0 
        .LineStyle = tvwRootLines 
        .Nodes.Clear 
        .LabelEdit = tvwManual 'Don't allow users to be able to 
change the node labels by clicking on them 
        Set xNode = .Nodes.Add(, , "Root", "Groups") 
        xNode.Expanded = True 
    End With 
     
    'Add group names 
    r = 3 
    Do Until grpSht.Cells(r, 1).Value = "" 
        grpName = grpSht.Cells(r, 1).Value 
        With frmGrp.tvGrp 
            .Nodes.Add "Root", tvwChild, "Grp" & grpName, grpName 
'Add Grp to the group name key to make sure it doesn't get 
assigned what we just called the root directory ("root") 
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            '.Nodes("Grp" & grpName).Bold = True 
        End With 
        r = r + 1 
    Loop 

 
Populate sheets: After tvGrp receives the group list, populateTVGrpShts is called to add 
the sheets associated with each group. The sheets and associated groups are also pulled 
from where they were stored in the xlGroups sheet with a loop routine. Each group was 
added above as a node with the group name as the node key. To associate sheets with the 
assigned groups, I took the group assignment next to the sheet and stated that the parent 
node key was the group name.  
 

frmGrp.tvGrp.Nodes.Add "Grp" & grpName, tvwChild, "Grp" & grpName 
& shtName, shtName 

 
Each node key needs to be unique. Because I allow sheets to be assigned to more than 
one group, I chose to concatenate grpName and shtName as the node key. Also, all the 
sheets that aren’t assigned to a group go into the “[No Group Assigned]” group. This 
gives flexibility so that users can perform functions such as hide all sheets that don’t 
belong to a group. To add sheets to this group, I wrote a For Each Sheet loop that checks 
whether each sheet has an assigned group. The sheets that don’t have a group are first 
added to the unassignedShts array, and then a For loop is run (if any sheets are 
unassigned) to put those unassigned sheets into the unassigned group category. 
 

 
 
Format tvGrp: Once everything is populated in the treeview, the nodes need image icons 
so that users can easily discern between groups, worksheets, and chartsheets. 
formatTVGrp is called to execute this function. Basically, a For loop is run to check each 
node in the list. I wrote a few functions (in the “Functions” module) that check to see 
what type of object each node represents: group or sheet, and within sheet whether it is a 
chart or a worksheet. A series of nested If statements runs these various checks. If the 
node is a group, a folder icon is associated. If it is a sheet, then it is further checked to see 
if it is a chart or a worksheet, and a chart or worksheet icon is respectively associated. 
The icons are png files that I modified in Photoshop, and are attached to the form by 
means of the ImageList control.  
  
Checkbox handling: All functionality here is based on what users select in the 
checkboxes. In the NodeCheck event of tvGrp, I first call the chkShtNotes sub. If all the 
sheets within a group are checked, then it puts a check in the parent group’s checkbox. If 
any of the sheets within a group have been unchecked, then it unchecks the parent group 
checkbox. If a group is what was checked, then it sets each checkbox in the child sheets 
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to checked. Also, if the root node is checked (or unchecked), then every group and sheet 
is checked (or unchecked). Below is a sample of one of the check procedures: 
 

    'Uncheck the parent group node if any of the assigned sheets 
are unchecked 
    If isSheet(selNode) = True Then 
        Set xNode = selNode.Parent 
        nodeCnt = xNode.Children 
        If nodeCnt > 0 Then 
            Set xNode = xNode.Child 
            isChecked = True 
            For i = 0 To nodeCnt - 1 
                If xNode.Checked = False Then isChecked = False 
                Set xNode = xNode.Next 
            Next i 
        End If 
         
        selNode.Parent.Checked = isChecked 
    End If 

 

Manage	  Groups	  
When the Manage Groups button is pressed, the form frmMngGrp is opened. On open, 
the sub populateGrpFrm runs a Do loop that takes each group name from the xlGroups 
sheet and populates them in the lstGrp listbox. Here, the user is permitted to rearrange the 
group order and add or remove groups. While this form is open, the changes to the group 
order and the addition or removal of groups are programmed into an array variable called 
lstItems. The list lstGrp on this form is repopulated to reflect what’s in the lstItems array. 
This does not change the actual group assignments until OK is pressed.  
 
If OK is pressed, then the lstItems array is transferred to the group range in the xlGroups 
sheet, the form is closed, and tvGroups repopulates on the main Group form to reflect the 
changes made. If Cancel is selected, then the form closes and the changes are disregarded, 
which is easy since up to that point the changes were simply made in the lstItems array 
and not on the master xlGroups sheet. 
 

Action	  Buttons	  
Show / Hide sheets: If sheets within tvGrp are selected, whether through a group selection 
or individually, then the action buttons are enabled. The show and hide buttons both link 
to the showHideShts sub, where a For loop goes through each node of the treeview and 
asks if it is checked, and if it is a sheet. If it is a sheet, then the sheet is hidden or made 
visible depending on which button the user pressed. Note: A sub procedure, 
cntHiddenShts, is run to make sure that we always have at least one sheet that remains 
visible. That way an error doesn’t show up if the user inadvertently hides all of the sheets. 
The last visible sheet will not be hidden.  
 
Select sheets: A similar loop is run to find each checked node, and then the corresponding 
sheets are selected. This is just to make things more convenient when a lot of sheets exist 
and the user needs to select several from a group. 
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Color tabs: The tab color is first selected by calling up a color palette from Excel’s built-
in dialogs. The function to do this, PickNewColor, was copied from a website. The tab 
color is then passed to the ColorShts sub, which simply changes the color property of 
each tab.  
 

Sheet	  Assignments	  
frmOrgShts 

 
 
Form structure: When the Sheet Assignments button is pressed, the frmOrgShts form 
opens, where the specific group / sheet assignments are managed. The sheets appear in 
the lstShts listbox upon open by first bringing each sheet into an array (getShtCollection 
sub), and then running the populateOrgShts sub which runs a For loop to populate lstShts 
from that array. The populateGroups sub then runs, where the groups are populated into 
lstCurAssign from xlGroups, much like in the Manage Groups form (see above). Each 
time lstShts is changed, the populateCurAssignments sub is run to check to see which 
sheets were selected and then repopulates lstCurAssign, showing only the group / sheet 
combinations associated with the selected sheets. If no sheets are selected, then all group 
/ sheet combinations are shown in this box. 
 
Sheets list: I wanted to give the user flexibility to rearrange the sheet order manually or 
automatically list the sheets alphabetically or in their original order. The spin buttons to 
the right of lstShts allow the user to move multiple selected sheets up or down in the list; 
the actual sheets are then rearranged accordingly. All of the sheets have to be made 
visible for this to work properly, so the moveShts sub first stores all the hidden sheet 
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names in the hiddenSht array, shows all sheets, performs the reorder, then runs a For loop 
to rehide the sheets that were previously hidden. Excerpt from the sub that performs the 
reorder: 
 

    For listRow = startPos To endPos Step stepOrder 
        If frm.lstShts.Selected(listRow) Then 
            getShtCollection 
            Select Case listRow 
            Case doNothingCase 'Don't do anything because this 
sheet is already in first (or last if we are moving it down) 
            Case Else 
                For i = 0 To UBound(shtCollection) 
                    If shtCollection(i) = 
frm.lstShts.List(listRow) Then 
                        Set swapSht = Sheets(shtCollection(i - 
stepOrder)) 
 
                        If moveUp = True Then 
                            
Sheets(frm.lstShts.List(listRow)).Move Before:=swapSht 'Rearrange 
each selected sheet 
                        Else 
                            
Sheets(frm.lstShts.List(listRow)).Move After:=swapSht 'Rearrange 
each selected sheet 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Next 
            End Select 
        End If 
    Next 

 
The option buttons “Orginal” and “Alphabetical” allow the user to change the displayed 
sheet order in case the amount of sheets makes it more practical to see them 
alphabetically. This does not change the actual underlying sheet order, but it does change 
the order in which they are displayed in lstShts. When one of these options is selected, 
populateOrgShts is run which in turns runs getShtCollection, where the shtCollection 
array is populated. If optAlpha is selected, the function QSortInPlace sorts the 
shtCollection array alphabetically. The code to alphabetize an array is extremely involved 
and was the only code that I copied directly off the web due to its complexity.  
 

Assign to group: If sheets are selected, this control is enabled. When a group is 
selected from here, the xlGroups sheet is immediately updated with the new group 
assignments and lstCurAssign is also repopulated. The cboGroup combo box also 
allows the user to select “<add new group>”, in which case the frmGrpAdd form 
is opened and the user is allowed to type a new group. When Add is pressed, the 
group is added to the master groups list in xlGroups and the selected sheets are 
assigned to it, then lstCurAssign is repopulated to reflect the new group 
assignment. Groups can be added either from frmOrgShts or from frmGrpMenu, 
and a parameter is passed when frmGrpAdd is opened so that the engine knows 
which form called frmGrpAdd and knows where to pass the new group when 
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done. In the AddGrp sub, a Do loop looks at the current groups and makes sure 
that the new group entered doesn’t already exist. If it does, the user is notified and 
the operation will not proceed until the user selects a unique group or presses 
Cancel.  

 
Private Sub cboGroup_Change() 
    'Open the Add New Group form (frmGrpAdd) if <add new group> 
is selected. 
    'Refresh this form after a new group has been added. 
    If cboGroup.Value = "" Then Exit Sub 
    If cboGroup.Value = "<add new group>" Then 
        Call frmGrpAdd.frmMode(1) 'Open frmGrpAdd in mode 1--this 
just tells it that we've opened it from frmOrgShts 
        cboGroup.Clear 
        Call populateGroups(cboGroup) 
    Else 
        assignGrp 
    End If 
End Sub 

 
frmGrpAdd 

 
 
Delete: When this button is pressed, the group assignment(s) selected in lstCurAssign is 
deleted (upon confirmation). A two-dimensional array (arrShtList) was used here to store 
both the group and the sheet names. Below is an excerpt that shows how the array is 
populated. A loop is then run that checks each array item and deletes the group 
assignment from the list in xlGroups. 
 

    For listRow = 0 To lstCurAssign.ListCount - 1 
        If lstCurAssign.Selected(listRow) Then 
            ReDim Preserve arrShtList(1, shtCnt) 
            arrShtList(0, shtCnt) = lstCurAssign.List(listRow, 0) 
            arrShtList(1, shtCnt) = lstCurAssign.List(listRow, 1) 
            'arrShtList(shtCnt) = listRow + 1 'The row number on 
the list, which will correspond to the row number in xlGroups 
            shtCnt = shtCnt + 1 
        End If 
    Next 

 
 

Other	  Considerations	  
Verify sheet names: The verifyShtNames sub is one of the first procedures that runs when 
the Show Groups or Organize Sheets option is selected. If a user renames or deletes any 
sheets that are assigned to groups, the master group assignments list needs to be updated 
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to reflect that. If a sheet was deleted, all of its group associations must be deleted in the 
list in the xlGroups sheet. If it was renamed, then the program recognizes that and 
updates that sheet’s new name in the list of assignments.  
 

Spreadsheet	  Merge	  
When Import Sheets is clicked from the ribbon, the frmMerge form is opened. There are 
two displays in this form; the first one just has a simple text box and a browse button. 
When the user clicks Next, a list box displays the sheets in each of the workbooks and the 
user can select which ones to merge into the destination workbook. The showMenus sub 
runs each time Next or Back is pressed, and a variable called MenuPhase is set based on 
which display the user is navigating to. In MenuPhase 1, it’s the text box and browse 
button (all other controls besides the navigation buttons are hidden). In menu phase 2, the 
list boxes are visible and the browse button is hidden.  
 

Menu	  Phase	  1	  
 
frmMerge – Phase 1 

 
When Browse is clicked, the selectPath sub runs and uses the 
Application.GetOpenFilename method to open a dialog box that allows the user to select 
file(s) from a certain folder. Once the files are selected, the Next button is enabled, as 
well as Finish. If the user selects Finish here, then the application will by default import 
all sheets from the selected workbooks and insert them at the end.  
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Menu	  Phase	  2	  
frmMerge – Phase 2 

 
 
When Next is pressed, any selected workbooks that aren’t currently open are opened. 
lstShts and lstInsBefore become visible, and are repositioned near the top of the form. 
lstShts displays each sheet with a checkbox. There is also a checkbox at the top, 
optSelectAll, that allows the user to select or deselect all the sheets at once. lstInsBefore 
allows the user to select where the sheets are going to be dropped to, e.g. “Before Sheet1”. 
Pressing Finish then imports the sheets and closes the workbooks that weren’t open 
before. Also, if the form is closed without pressing Finished, the previously unopened 
workbooks are closed as well. Below is a code sample where I check to see which 
workbooks are currently open and store the newly opened workbooks in an array so that 
they can be closed later: 
 

      For i = LBound(fileNamePath) To UBound(fileNamePath) 
        fileNameShort = GetFilenameFromPath(fileNamePath(i)) 
        'Check if a selected workbook is already open, so that we 
know not to close it later 
        wbIsOpen = False 
        For j = 0 To UBound(openWB) 
            If openWB(j).Name = fileNameShort Then wbIsOpen = 
True 
        Next j 
         
        'Open selected files that aren't already open 
        If wbIsOpen = False Then 
            Set selWB = Workbooks.Open(fileName:=fileNamePath(i)) 
            'wbName = selWB.Name 
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            ReDim Preserve wbToClose(k) 
            Set wbToClose(k) = selWB 'Mark each file here which 
we will need to close later 
            k = k + 1 
        End If 

 

Learning	  and	  Conceptual	  Difficulties	  Encountered	  

Predicting	  user	  behavior	  
One of the biggest challenges with creating this type of application, where it functions 
more like a standalone program and is entirely form-based, is that every type of user 
action needs to be anticipated and a significant portion of programming time is spent 
writing solutions to “what-if” scenarios. For instance, the verifyShtNames sub explained 
above was written in response to the idea that users may in fact modify sheet names or 
delete the sheets entirely in between times when they use the Group Sheet Manager, 
which causes runtime errors when the group and sheet organizer forms are opened. After 
a lot of brainstorming and web searching, I found out that if I added the sheet’s code 
name in the xlGroups assignments list, I could verify the sheets in the workbook against 
the code names and make any changes from that. There were several other items that 
needed to be addressed, such as error handling if an array variable is returned empty or 
properly rearranging sheet orders when multiple sheets are selected. 
 

Treeview	  control	  
I knew nothing about the treeview before I started this project. Originally, I had done a 
lot of the work of group and sheets associations by using two listboxes where a group 
was selected in one and its assigned sheets were displayed in the other. However, I 
realized that this wasn’t the most intuitive method. I wanted something that functioned 
very similar to Windows Explorer, which displays folders and subfolders and files in a 
very intuitive way. Some web searching introduced me to the treeview, and I had to 
perform some extensive study in order to understand how it behaved, especially with the 
nodes hierarchy. I added the Treeview and ImageList control by installing a reference to 
the MS Common Controls 6.0 library, then selecting “Additional Controls” from the 
toolbox.  
 

Icons	  in	  the	  treeview	  
In tvGrp, adding icons at first proved to be an extremely difficult task. First the treeview 
style had to be set to tvwTreelinesPlusMinusPictureText. Then I had to insert an 
ImageList control (which was included in the Common Controls library). In the Custom 
area of the ImageList control, there is a submenu that allows a user to upload image files. 
At first, the submenu wouldn’t come up at all and instead a Reference Not Found error 
came up. After extensive web searching, I found the DLL file that was apparently 
missing in my system and installed it. Once the submenu was working, I downloaded png 
files to use as icons. However, these elaborate icons all ended up looking terrible when 
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Excel shrunk them down to 16 x 16 px, so I made modifications to simplify the look and 
uploaded my simplified icons.  
 

Object	  Arrays	  
Although we had done arrays with simple variables such as strings and Booleans in class, 
I was unfamiliar with how to do an object array. As it turns out, these object arrays work 
easily and function very much like the simple variable arrays. I stored worksheets as 
objects in the array wbToClose, and I just had to put “Set” in front of the wbToClose 
variable when I added workbooks to the array.  
 

Add-‐in	  Feature	  
I originally intended to make this xlBooster project an add-in. Unfortunately, due to the 
unexpected amount of hours put into many aspects of this project that I thought would be 
easier, I wasn’t able to learn how to make this an add-in. The difficulty comes with the 
xlGroups sheet, where I’m currently saving all of the group / sheet assignments. When 
the add-in is installed on a person’s copy of Excel, it needs to insert xlGroups onto their 
workbook. This won’t be a difficult thing to do; I’ll just have to tell the Group Sheet 
Manager program to run a test right at the beginning to see if the sheet is there. If not, I’ll 
have it created from scratch.  
 
 

Assistance	  
I did not receive any assistance from others on this project. I consulted the VBA book 
and the web frequently for reference purposes, however.  


